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We theoretically study and compare the light-induced Fréedericksz transition and above-threshold reorien-
tation in pure and dye-doped nematic liquid crystals embedded into periodic dielectric structures. The presence
of optical defect modes is found to significantly alter the effective influence of dyes as compared to the
standard case of liquid crystal films without periodic structure, which is due to the overall resonant absorption
of the dye-doped liquid crystal layer. Both statics and dynamics are discussed. In particular, it is found that
optical response time can be up to several orders of magnitude faster with pure liquid crystals than with
dye-doped ones. Thermal effects caused by absorption of dyes are also investigated to gauge whether it may
induce nematic-to-isotropic phase transition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field of photonics has been rapidly growing for the
past two decades, showing the possibility of versatile control
of light propagation in artificial media. Periodic structures
provide an efficient way to spatially route light in various
directions exploiting photonic band gaps �1,2�, which lead to
various phenomena, such as light bending �3�, beaming �4�,
self-collimation �5�, and superprism �6� effects. Usually, pho-
tonic structures are designed and fabricated in view of spe-
cific properties that cannot be changed afterward. An active
control of light propagation in these structures is therefore
highly desirable. Busch and John �7� originally proposed to
benefit from liquid crystals �LCs� sensitivity to external
fields using LC infiltration. This approach has been explored
in many experimental situations involving thermal �8,9� and
electrical �9,10� fields. One of the key issues with regard to
smart integrated photonic circuits is to achieve all-optical
switching where the propagation properties of the light will
be controlled by light itself. Among possible approaches, the
most promising one is based on the material nonlinear opti-
cal response.

Nematic liquid crystals �NLCs� are particularly interesting
materials due to their infiltration capabilities and huge opti-
cal nonlinearities associated with molecular ordering �11�.
Indeed, the strong coupling between light and NLCs leads to
a nonlinear response that is usually several orders of magni-
tude larger than Kerr nonlinearity in conventional dielectrics.
Therefore, easy optical manipulation of NLCs is achieved,
with or without a light intensity threshold. In the former
case, one deals with the optical Fréedericksz transition
�OFT� �12–15� in reference to the first demonstration carried
out with quasistatic electric fields �16�. However, the analogy
has its limits since light polarization changes due to NLC
optical anisotropy are at the origin of a complex spatiotem-
poral feedback. Such a distinction is well illustrated by the
collective molecular rotation in a NLC film under the action
of a circularly polarized light �17�, which has recently been

shown to lead to chaotic rotations using both circular �18� or
elliptical �19� intensity profiles.

All-optical devices based on NLC orientational optical
nonlinearities have already been achieved to route light by
light using solitons �20–23�. In the field of photonic crystals,
the discussion of the possible use of LCs for all-optical tun-
ability emerged only recently. One can mention the demon-
strations of LCs infiltrated in photonic crystal fibers �24,25�
and one-dimensional �1D� �26� or planar �27,28� photonic
crystals using absorbing or dye-doped LCs. In these works,
the resonant interaction of light induces a change of the order
parameter, phase transition, or surface-mediated bulk re-
alignment. In contrast, the use of nonresonant orientational
optical nonlinearities has not been explored much. It was
shown that the OFT threshold is spectrally modulated within
the band gap of a 1D photonic crystal containing a pure NLC
layer that generate optical defect modes. In particular, this
threshold can be reduced by several orders of magnitude
when the pumping light wavelength matches a defect mode
frequency �29,30�.

In this paper, we study the light-induced Fréedericksz
transition and above-threshold orientational effects in one-
dimensional dielectric periodic structures with a single defect
layer made of pure or dye-doped homeotropically aligned
NLC. The latter case is known to exhibit an OFT threshold
that could be a few orders of magnitude lower than in the
pure case as a result of resonant optical torque enhancement
for specific dyes �31�, which might be beneficial for possible
applications. However, when a dye-doped NLC layer is em-
bedded inside a periodic structure, we show that resonant
absorption effects associated with defect modes can become
prominent. A systematic comparison of pure and dye-doped
behavior under the action of a linearly polarized light field
allows us to estimate the overall effect of dye dopants that
results from the optical torque enhancement and the effective
absorption contributions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
the model that describes the light propagation in a 1D peri-
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odic structure containing a single NLC defect layer. Section
III gathers results for OFT onset and above-threshold behav-
ior as a function of frequency detuning between pumping
light and optical defect modes. Here we explore and discuss
both the statics and dynamical aspects of the optical reorien-
tation. In addition, we gauge the role of thermal effects in the
dye-doped case, where absorption cannot be neglected in a
practical situation. Finally, our conclusions are summarized
in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

The optical Fréedericksz transition for pure NLCs films
was first studied within the geometrical optics approximation
�15� where the backward-propagating field is neglected and
the electric field slowly varying envelope approximation is
used. Theoretical results obtained under such assumptions
are in good agreement with observations for polarized
�32,33�, partially polarized �34�, or unpolarized �35� light
fields. However, these assumptions naturally fail when peri-
odic structures are considered. Indeed, dielectric periodicity
is at the origin of so-called photonic band gaps, i.e., a fre-
quency range where light cannot propagate inside the struc-
ture, thus leading to total reflection. When periodicity is bro-
ken, optical defect modes appear in the band gap. They
correspond to well-defined frequencies having total �without
absorption� transmission through the structure. These fea-
tures are the result of interferences between forward- and
backward-propagating waves and require the exact solution
of Maxwell’s equations. Moreover, when periodicity break-
ing is due to the presence of a reoriented NLC layer, the
inhomogeneous spatial profile of the refractive index along
the propagation direction affects the light propagation inside
the whole periodic structure and implies to solve Maxwell’s
equations self-consistently �11�.

The equations for the director n, which defines the local
molecular orientation of the NLC, are obtained in a standard
manner using the free-energy density F �11,15�,

F = Fel + Fopt. �1�

The first term is the elastic part that describes all basic de-
formations of the director field associated with the Frank
elastic constants Kn,

Fel =
1

2
�K1�� � n�2 + K2„n � �� � n�…2

+ K3�n � �� � n��2� . �2�

The second term accounts for the light-matter interaction,

Fopt = −
1

16�
Re��ij�EiEj

*, �3�

where �ij =���ij +�aninj, �ij is the Kronecker symbol, �a=��

−�� determines the optical anisotropy of the NLC, and Re�·�
denotes the real part. The complex dielectric susceptibilities
perpendicular ��� and parallel ��� to n can be written, as long
as absorption length is much larger than the wavelength �,
�l=nl

2+ inl�l /k0, where �l are absorption coefficients, k0 is

the wave number of the incoming wave k0=2� /�, and l
= � , � �36�. Note that for pure NLC �i.e., without dye-
dopants� we will assume no absorption, ��=�� �0. In the
presence of dye dopants, it is known that the dye molecules
give birth to a dye-assisted optical torque usually referred to
as the Jánossy effect �31,37–39�. This can be taken into ac-
count by introducing the multiplicative factor �Re��a�
+�� /Re��a� to the dielectric torque where � is a phenomeno-
logical factor, which can be either positive or negative �40�.
A positive � corresponds to dye-enhanced optical torque and
is chosen for the present study.

For homeotropic alignment and incident plane wave lin-
early polarized along the x axis, the director can be described
by a single angle � �see Fig. 1� that only depends on space
coordinate z and time t following

n�z,t� = �sin ��z,t�,0,cos ��z,t�	 . �4�

The director dynamics is then obtained from Euler-Lagrange
equations that take into account the dissipation and is ex-
pressed as a partial differential equation,

	1
��

�t
= −

�F

��
, �5�

where 	1 is the rotational viscosity of the NLC. The homeo-
tropic anchoring boundary conditions ��0, t�=��L , t�=0 of
the NLC layer of thickness L allow to uniquely expand � on
Fourier basis as

��z,t� = 

m=1




�m�t�sin�m�z/L� , �6�

where �m�t� is the time-dependent amplitude of the mth spa-
tial mode. A set of ordinary differential equations is then
obtained from spatial projection onto each mode �32,33�,

d�m

dt
= 2�

0

L ��

�t
sin�m�z/L�dz . �7�

We found that it is enough to retain the first ten modes, m
=1, . . . ,10, to obtain accurate results within the explored
range of incident light intensity.

The light propagation inside the 1D multilayered structure
�see Fig. 1�a�� is retrieved using Berreman’s 4�4 matrix
approach �41� where Maxwell’s equations read
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic overview of the one-
dimensional periodic structure made of alternating layers of SiO2

and TiO2 with a single nematic liquid crystal defect layer of thick-
ness L in its central part. �b� Pure and dye-doped nematic layers are
considered; � is the director reorientation angle.
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d�

dz
= ik0D�z�� , �8�

with �= �Ex ,Hy ,Ey ,−Hx�T and the matrix D�z� only depends
on dielectric properties. Finally, the Ez component of the
light field is calculated from the constitutive equation
� · ��E�=0, which gives Ez=−�xzEx /�zz �15�.

For calculation purposes, the whole structure is divided
into thin layers with a constant permittivity tensor that define
a finite discrete set of matrices Dn. In the periodic structure
on either side of the NLC, the thickness of each layer is that
of the actual material, and an adaptive step is used inside the
reoriented NLC. The resulting matrix is a product of matrix
exponents of all layers, P=�nexp�ik0Dn�, which links the
scattering transmitted ���t�� amplitude to the incident ���i��
and reflected ���r�� ones,

��t� = P���i� + ��r�� . �9�

For convenience, we introduce normalized intensity �
= I / Ilin, where Ilin=�2cK3�� / ��a

���L2� is the OFT threshold
for linearly polarized light �15�. The time t and spatial coor-
dinate z are normalized following = t /NLC, with NLC
=	1L2 /�2K3, and �=z /L. In addition, we define the total
phase delay between the extraordinary and ordinary waves
with refractive indices ne�� ,�= �n�

2 n�
2 / �n�

2 cos2 ��� ,�
+n�

2 sin2 ��� ,��	1/2 and n�, respectively,

��� = k0L�
0

1

�ne��,� − n��d� . �10�

This integral quantity is a measure of the overall director
reorientation, which is accessible to experiments and numeri-
cally obtained solving the system �d�m /d	=0 �see Eq. �7��
together with Maxwell’s equations in a self-consistent man-
ner. For that purpose, we fix the intensity of the light field
and use some initial distribution of spatial mode amplitudes
��m

�0�	. Then, we solve Eq. �9� to find the field distribution
inside the NLC and the scattering amplitudes. Inserting the
latter light field and initial modes distribution ��m

�0�	 into the
right-hand side of Eq. �7�, we calculate its deviation from
zero point. Then Newton’s method �42� is implemented to

find the next set of modes ��m
�1�	 and the process is iterated

until a desired accuracy is reached.

III. RESULTS

We consider a periodic structure made of alternating SiO2
and TiO2 dielectric layers �see Fig. 1�a��. The total number
of bilayers from each side is N=10. For dielectric layers of
thicknesses dSiO2

=103 nm and dTiO2
=64 nm there is a band

gap in the visible range between 520 and 710 nm �43–47�.
Without loss of generality, we consider a L=5 �m-thick
NLC defect layer with typical refractive indices and n�=1.7,
n�=1.5 and normalized elastic constants K1 /K3=2 /3 and
K2 /K3=1 /2. For the dye-doped case, we consider a mixture
of 5CB �4�-n-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl� nematic doped with
0.1% wt. of AD1 dye for which ��=42 cm−1, ��

=190 cm−1, and �=58 �48�.

A. Optical properties of the photonic structure
with a nematic defect layer

The transmission spectra T��� for pure and dye-doped
cases below OFT are shown in Fig. 2, where T
= �Ex

�t��2 / �Ex
�i��2. As a result of absorption, the closer a defect

mode is to the center of the band gap, the smaller is the
transmission peak and the larger is the full width at half-
height, ��. As an example, the spectral width of the central
defect mode located at �=�0=599.95 nm is ��0

�pure�

=0.01 nm for pure NLC while ��0
�doped�=0.2 nm in the dye-

doped case �see Fig. 2�b��.
Figure 3 reveals the typical spatial structure of the defect

modes in the pure and dye-doped cases. In the former case,
we observe the expected exponential decay of the intensity
profile envelope into the periodic structure �see Fig. 3�a��,
while in the latter case some light is localized at the edges of
the structure as well �see Fig. 3�b��. However, the electric
field profiles inside the NLC layer, and its neighborhood, are
identical in both cases �see Figs. 3�c� and 3�d��, as expected
from the fact that the light field in the defect layer is only
governed by the surrounding periodic structures.

Above OFT threshold the effective refractive index ne ex-
perienced by light becomes z-dependent and its amplitude
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Transmission spectra for pure �red line� and dye-doped �blue squares� LC defects. �b� Zoom around the central
defect mode �0=599.95 nm.
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increases with � for present homeotropic geometry. This
leads to a redshift of the defect mode frequency comb, whose
maximum value is typically �0�n� −n�� /n�80 nm. In this
work, the maximal redshift is about 30 nm.

B. Spectrally modulated Fréedericksz transition threshold

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the normalized OFT
threshold, �th, versus pumping wavelength. Numerically, �th
is calculated from linear stability analysis of the fixed point
that corresponds to ��0. The threshold is found to be spec-
trally modulated in both situations. The presence of dyes
implies an amplification of the optical torque by a factor

�= �Re��a�+�� /Re��a�100 as compared to the pure case
resulting in a threshold lowering by a factor � in single slab
geometry �31�. However, the ratio

rth =
�th

�pure�

�th
�doped� �11�

is wavelength-dependent. Indeed, rth100 in between two
defect mode frequencies �see Fig. 5�a��, whereas rth�100 in
the vicinity of each defect mode. Moreover, this ratio can be
much smaller than 1, rth�1 �see Fig. 5�a��.

These observations can be explained recalling that ab-
sorption is present in the dye-doped case, which leads to a
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized electric field intensity �taking arbitrarily max �Ex�2=1 inside the NLC layer� of the electric field at the
central defect mode frequency ��=�0� for pure �a� and �b� dye-doped cases; �c� superimposed light field intensities of pure �filled area� and
dye-doped �red line� NLC from shadowed areas in �a� and �b�; �d� defect mode profile enlargement inside the NLC layer exhibiting standing
waves that result from interferences between forward- and backward-propagating waves. The defect mode has a similar profile in the central
part of the structure in both cases.
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decrease of the effective optical torque. In fact, resonant ab-
sorption at defect modes can be sufficiently important to
overcome the contribution of dye-enhanced optical torque.
Such a competition between absorption and torque enhance-
ment can be seen in Fig. 5�a�, where rth�1 for some fre-
quencies in the middle of the band gap and rth�1 near the
edges.

More quantitatively, the OFT threshold is inversely pro-
portional to the averaged light intensity inside the NLC layer.
Therefore, one may expect �th�1 / ��Ex�2�, where �¯� means
spatial averaging over the NLC defect slab taking ��0,
which implies the following relationship:

rth = �
��Ex

�doped��2�
��Ex

�pure��2�
, �12�

where the factor � explicitly accounts for dye enhancement
of the optical torque. In between defect mode frequencies
there is poor field localization inside the NLC layer. Conse-
quently, recalling that the absorption length 1 /��

200 �m is much larger than the thickness of the NLC
layer, L=5 �m in our case, we get ��Ex

�doped��2����Ex
�pure��2�,

namely rth�� according to Eq. �12� �see Fig. 5�b��. In con-
trast, there is resonant absorption near defect mode frequen-
cies due to efficient field localization. In such cases,
��Ex

�pure��2�� ��Ex
�doped��2� for the same incident field, which

may result in rth�1 in the central region of the band gap �see
Fig. 5�.

We notice that the situations rth�1 and rth�1 correspond
to an effective dye-doped NLC film �without periodic stru-
ture� having a positive and negative, respectively, effective
coefficient �eff, which is defined as �eff=�a�rth−1� and
ranges on the interval �−�a ,��. In general, a negative � sig-
nifies that the dye-induced contribution to the total torque is
of opposite sign with respect to the nonresonant dielectric
optical contribution. The observation of positive or negative
� for a given pair of NLC and dye compound in films was
reported early when the excitation wavelength is varied
within the dye absorption linewidth �49�. Here, where a dye-

doped NLC layer with ��0 is embedded inside a periodic
structure, �eff changes its sign but keeping ��0. Indeed,
such a change occurs on a typical linewidth of a defect mode,
which is several orders of magnitude lower than the absorp-
tion linewidth of a dye molecule.

C. Reorientation diagrams

As shown in Ref. �30�, the order of the Fréedericksz tran-
sition depends on the detuning between the pumping wave-
length �p and nearest defect mode wavelength �d��=0� in
the absence of reorientation, �0=�p−�d��=0� �see Fig. 6�.
Note that according to Fig. 4 the threshold power �th��� has
local minima at �=�d��=0�. For positive detuning ��0�0�
the OFT is first-order and accompanied with orientational
hysteresis. This originates from the redshift experienced by
the defect mode frequencies when ��0. Indeed, just above
the threshold, let us consider an infinitesimal nonzero orien-
tational fluctuation ��1. The latter corresponds to a de-
crease of the effective detuning with respect to its original
value, 0�������0 �see Fig. 6�a��, for which the light field
is better localized inside the NLC layer and the optical
torque is consequently higher. As a result of such a positive
feedback mechanism the fluctuation amplitude increases un-
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til the effective detuning becomes negative, �����0 �see
Fig. 6�a��. Then, an equilibrium situation settles where the
restoring elastic torque is balanced by the overall optical
torque.

For negative detuning, �0�0, there is no positive feed-
back mechanism at threshold. This is due to the fact that the
nearest mode moves away from the pumping frequency
(����� � ��0 �see Fig. 6�b��), which in turn prevents the op-
tical torque from being enhanced.

Reorientation diagrams ���� are shown in Fig. 7, which
illustrates the above-mentioned generic behavior for both
pure and dye-doped cases for different values of the detuning
parameter, �0=0, �0.05, and �0.5 nm. Above the threshold
�th, secondary instabilities are predicted for both positive and
negative detuning. These bifurcations are associated with a
multistable orientational behavior, and their appearance can
be understood following previous reasoning about effective
detuning ����. Indeed, a positive feedback mechanism ap-
pears each time ���� change its sign �see Fig. 6�. Such a
multistability can be achieved for any wavelength inside the
band gap for high enough intensity. In addition, we note the

almost 100% hysteresis width due to drastic OFT threshold
lowering at defect mode frequencies, �th��d��1.

D. Switching dynamics

Besides stationary solutions, reorientation dynamics may
be retrieved from Eqs. �7� and �8�. For linearly polarized
pumping light, a dynamical behavior is only associated with
transients since any orientational state always converges to-
ward a fixed point under a constant incident intensity. Figure
8 presents the switching dynamics for the pure and doped
cases, which are obtained by fixing the incident intensity
above the OFT threshold value for a detuning parameter �0
= �0.5 nm and taking a nonzero initial distribution for mode
amplitudes that mimics a thermal fluctuation. In practice, we
set all �m to zero except �1=0.01. Switching dynamics of
both the phase delay and transmission are plotted in Fig. 8.
In this figure, the intensity is fixed above the OFT threshold
value, �0��th �see Fig. 7�. In the pure case, we choose
�0

�pure�=5000. That may sound anomalously high, however
one must recall that it refers to the incident intensity onto the
structure where nonzero detuning is associated with strong
reflections. Similarly, we choose �0

�doped�=80 in the dye-
doped case.

The dynamics of the phase delay, although monotonous,
shows plateaulike behavior reminiscent of the multistable
character of the stationary reorientation diagrams �see Fig.
7�. As expected, these plateaux correspond to almost con-
stant transmission, however, transmission spikes are ob-
served in between. The latter are related to a transient fast-
growing phase delay �see Fig. 8�. Each of these spikes is the
optical signature of a dynamical resonance where one defect
mode frequency matches the pumping wavelength ����=0.
These features are independent of the initial detuning sign
and the presence or not of dyes, nevertheless there are quan-
titative differences. First, the second-order transition for �0
�0 is associated with a transmission decrease at the early
stage of the dynamics, which indicates that the closest defect
mode is moving away from the pumping wavelength, while
the first-order transition for �0�0 montonously leads to a
transmission peak. Second, the transmission maxima are
very small in the dye-doped case while there is full transmis-
sion for pure NLC, max�T�doped���max�T�pure��=1, which is
merely due to resonant absorption when ����=0. Finally, the
full width at half-height of these dynamical resonances can
be extremely small as compared to the characteristic reorien-
tation time of the NLC. Indeed, the transmission linewidth is
��pure��10−10 in the pure case �see Figs. 8�a� and 8�b��
while it is ��doped��10−5 in the dye-doped case �see Figs.
8�c� and 8�d��.

Such ultrafast optical response times result from the con-
junction of narrow defect mode spectral widths of the actual
structure �see Sec. III A� with the transient positive feedback
mechanism discussed in Sec. III C. In the presence of ab-
sorption, we learned that the defect modes linewidth satisfies
��0

�doped� /��0
�pure�=20 �see Fig. 2�b��, which cannot explain

the observed ratio ��doped� /��pure��105. In fact, this huge
ratio is explained from a less efficient positive feedback
mechanism due to resonant absorption that drastically re-
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Variation of the linear transmission spec-
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actual stationary angle distribution ��z�. Dashed lines illustrate
positive and negative detuning with respect to �=�0. Colorscaling
from white to black corresponds to increasing transmission. The �
dependence of the effective detuning � is illustrated in both panels
�a� and �b� for positive, negative, and null situations.
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duces the effective optical torque exerted onto the director.
Recalling that the response time is NLC25 ms of the

present 5-�m-thick layer, we obtain optical transmission
pulses of the order of picoseconds in the pure case and hun-
dreds of nanoseconds in the dye-doped case.

E. Thermal effects

In previous sections, the nematic liquid crystal heating
due to laser absorption in the dye-doped case has not been
taken into account. It is worthwhile to gauge whether the

temperature variation lies within the range that corresponds
to the nematic phase. We propose a simplified heating model
that allows us to estimate the temperature elevation as a
function of the absorbed fraction of incident light. For this
purpose, we assume an incident Gaussian light beam focused
onto the NLC layer of thickness L with beam waist w0 at e−2

of the maximum intensity. Moreover, if the Rayleigh range
of the Gaussian beam, 2�w0

2 /�, is larger than L, the intensity
cross-section profile within the NLC layer can be assumed z
independent and the incident intensity profile is written Iinc
= I0 exp�−2r2 /w0

2�, where r= �x2+y2�1/2. For L=5 �m, the
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Static reorientation diagrams � /2� vs � for pure �a�, �b�, �c� and dye-doped �d�, �e�, �f� cases for different detuning
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later condition is safely fulfilled down to w0=1 �m. Finally,
noting that a real structure would typically correspond to a
liquid-crystal layer embedded into 1-mm-thick glass sub-
strates �on which the dielectric multilayers are deposited,
whose total thickness is much smaller�, we will consider the
limiting case of semi-infinite nonabsorbing substrates. In that
case, the heating problem can be solved exactly following
the approach of Lax �50�. The corresponding geometry is
illustrated in Fig. 9�a�.

Let us first solve the stationary problem, where the tem-
perature field T�r ,z� is a solution of

��� �2T

�r2 +
1

r

�T

�r
� + ��

�2T

�z2 = − �I �13�

for 0�z�L and

�S� �2T

�r2 +
1

r

�T

�r
+

�2T

�z2 � = 0 �14�

for z�0 and z�L, where ��, ��, and �S are the thermal
conductivities of the nematic liquid crystal and the substrate,
respectively. In the heat source term, ��r ,z� and I�r ,z� are
the local linear absorption and light intensity. Knowledge of
the latter function in the heat source term requires a solution
of the full three-dimensional problem of the light-induced
NLC reorientation inside a 1D periodic structure. However,
for estimation purposes we will further use the 1D plane-
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wave calculations presented so far to get a typical director
profile. Since typically we have �L�1 for L=5 �m, we get
�I��I0 exp�−2r2 /w0

2� to the first order in �, and noting that
�I0��I0− I0e−�L� /L, we introduce the absorbed intensity at
r=0, Iabs=�I0L. In connection with previous sections, Iabs
can be related to the normalized absorbed intensity �abs fol-
lowing Iabs=�absIlin�w0�, where Ilin�w0� is the OFT intensity
threshold in the case of finite beam size, for which a reason-
able approximated analytical expression is Ilin�w0�= Ilin�1
+L�2 / ��w0��2 �51�. The value of �abs is obtained from the
relation �abs=��1−R−T�, where R and T are the reflection
and transmission coefficients of the whole structure as illus-
trated in Fig. 9�a�.

Then, neglecting the anisotropy of the NLC thermal con-
ductivity tensor, we will further retain a single typical value
�LC, and the original problem given by Eqs. �13� and �14� is
cast in the form

�2T

�r2 +
1

r

�T

�r
+

�2T

�z2 = −
�absIlin�w0�

�LCL
e−2r2/w0

2
, �15�

�2T

�r2 +
1

r

�T

�r
+

�2T

�z2 = 0 �16�

in the liquid crystal and the substrate, respectively. These
equations are associated with boundary conditions for tem-
perature and heat flux at the interfaces between liquid crystal
and substrates,

T�z = 0+,L−� = T�z = 0−,L+� ,

�LC
�T

�z
�z = 0+,L−� = �S

�T

�z
�z = 0−,L+� . �17�

Next, the problem is solved applying the Hankel transform
�0


rJ0�kr��¯�dr to Eqs. �15� and �16�, where J0 is the Bessel
function of the first kind. We obtain

�2T̃

�z2 − k2T̃ = −
�absIlin�w0�w0

2

4�LCL
e−k2w0

2/8, �18�

�2T̃

�z2 − k2T̃ = 0 �19�

for the liquid crystal and the substrate, respectively, where

T̃�k ,z�=�0

rT�r ,z�J0�kr�dr. For the liquid crystal, the solu-

tion is obtained straightforwardly as

T̃�k,z� =
�absIlin�w0�w0

2

4k2�LCL
e−k2w0

2/8�1 + F+ekz + F−e−kz� , �20�

where the functions F��k� are obtained from boundary con-
ditions as

F��k� =
��1 � �� � �1 � ��e�kL

�1 + ��2ekL − �1 − ��2e−kL , �21�

where �=�LC /�S. Finally, the elevation temperature dT�r ,z�
is obtained from T̃�k ,z� as dT�r ,z�=�0


kT̃�k ,z�J0�kr�dk with
maximum at �r=0, z=L /2�,

dTmax = �
0




kT̃�k,L/2�dk . �22�

Figure 9�b� shows the dependence of the absorption �abs
versus input power � that corresponds to static reorientation
diagrams. The maximum temperature elevation dTmax is pre-
sented in Fig. 10 as a function of �abs for different values of
w0 /L, taking �LC=2 mW / �K cm� �52�. We conclude that it is
preferable to use a small beam waist in order to minimize the
liquid-crystal heating. Noting that common nematic liquid
crystal may have a temperature range of existence of several
tens of degrees, one could foresee the possible use of dye-
doped NLC defect layers in 1D periodic photonic structures.

The case of pure NLC can be referenced on the basis of
these results. Indeed, the linear absorption coefficient is
��pure��0.05 cm−1 in that case, leading typically to a 103

lower absorbed intensity. Therefore, moderate elevation tem-
perature is expected in that case even if high values of � are
used.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that, despite the fact that
the exact resolution of the dynamical heating problem has no
analytical simple formulation, the problem is well-posed us-
ing both the Hankel and Laplace transforms in the frame-
work of the present model. However, its resolution is beyond
the scope of the present study. Nevertheless, one can expect
that resonant absorption induces temperature elevation that
may lead to nematic-isotropic phase transition of the liquid
crystal, thus making the whole approach presented here in-
applicable in a realistic situation. This makes pure NLCs
more attractive for the realization of all-optical switching
photonics devices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a comparative study of the light-
induced Fréedericksz transition for linearly polarized light in
one-dimensional dielectric periodic structures with pure and
without dye-doped nematic liquid crystal defect layers. The
optical Fréedericksz transition threshold is spectrally modu-
lated in both cases and the order of the transition can be
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either first-or second-order depending on the sign of the de-
tuning between the pumping light and the nearest defect
mode frequencies. A positive detuning is associated with a
positive feedback mechanism for the optical torque that leads
to first-order transition, while it is not the case for negative
detuning where transition is second-order. In contrast to the
case of simple nematic liquid crystal films, the presence of
dye dopant known to enhance the optical torque does not
lead to a systematic lowering of the optical reorientation
threshold. Indeed, the resonant absorption at defect mode
frequencies competes with the dye-enhanced optical torque
and may lead to an overall increase of the threshold if the
defect mode is sufficiently localized. Both statics and dy-
namics of above-threshold orientational effects have been
discussed. The stationary reorientation diagrams show a mul-
tistable behavior independent of the defect nature and detun-
ing sign. In addition, switching dynamics exhibits transmis-
sion spikes whose linewidth can be several orders of

magnitude lower than the characteristic orientational time of
the liquid crystal material. Such ultrafast optical responses
are attributed to the conjunction of high-quality defect modes
together with a strong coupling between the liquid crystal
and light propagating through the structure. However, in con-
trast to the pure case, these dynamical resonances are
strongly damped in the dye-doped situation due to resonant
absorption. Finally, thermal effects have been estimated and
seem to restrict the use of dye-doped nematic liquid crystal
defects.
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